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economic historiansThere has been conventionally
known an information communication system in
which an automatic answering machine is
connected to a telephone network in the form of a
public switching network so as to provide an
automatic answering service. This kind of
automatic answering machine comprises a function
for providing the conventional service to the
telephone, and a function for providing a service
for use in the automatic answering machine. The
above-mentioned automatic answering machine
receives the call from a caller, plays an
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announcement sound when answering the call, and
connects the call to a telephone network. Further,
the automatic answering machine receives the
message from the caller, and stores the message in
a storage. When receiving the next call, the
automatic answering machine reproduces the
message stored in the storage, and plays the
reproduced message to the caller. The conventional
automatic answering machine described above is
connected to a public telephone network, and is
connected with the information communication
network on a point-to-point basis. The user of the
automatic answering machine enters a code of the
telephone number to which the automatic
answering machine is to be connected through a
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key board of the automatic answering machine.
After the code is entered, the automatic answering
machine is connected to the telephone network
through the public telephone network. Thereafter,
the automatic answering machine is reset by a
timer. In this way, the conventional automatic
answering machine is connected to a specific
telephone network through a public telephone
network. There is a private telephone network
system. The private telephone network system is
constructed for a specific address. When the call is
received from the private telephone network, the
call is connected to a specific terminal device such
as a personal computer, a facsimile machine, or a
telephone set. In the private telephone network
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system, the function is not provided to
automatically answer the call. Instead, the call is
connected to the terminal device provided for the
specific address. Therefore, when an event of an
answering machine is generated, the caller cannot
automatically receive the call. For example, if an
answering machine is connected to a telephone set,
the terminal device such as the telephone set can
automatically receive the call by the answering
machine. If the automatic answering machine is not
provided, it is impossible to automatically receive
the call. Further, the conventional automatic
answering machine is connected to the public
telephone network, and is connected to the
information communication network on a point-to-
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point basis. Therefore, the conventional automatic
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Comin.com-PDF."Scared to death." "If I ask you
out to the prom, you'll say no?" "Never!" " And
you'd really be scared if I did?" " Yes!" "I'm scared
to death!" "Oh, God." "Isn't there a ghost of a
chance that I might change your mind?" "No!" "I'm
a very frightened girl." "Yes, well, you're just going
to have to become very frightened... and meet me
at the prom, okay?" "Okay." "Thanks a lot." "See
you at the dance." "This is a peculiar case of
morpheophobia, for which there is no known
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treatment." "I beg to differ." "I can help!"
"Tonight's your night." "You'll forget all about it
when you dance with your, um, date." "No!" "I
can't go 2d92ce491b
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